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In 1966, as the champions of the AFL and NFL prepared to play each other for the first time,
Kansas City Chiefs–owner Lamar Hunt wrote the following to Commissioner Pete Rozelle: “I
have kiddingly called [the championship game] the Super Bowl, which obviously can be
improved upon.”How wrong Hunt was. After the AFL merged with the NFL, “Super Bowl” became
the official title of the NFL championship game in the years to come. In celebration of the first
fifty Super Bowls, David Fischer traces its evolution from a game that didn’t sell out in 1967 to a
worldwide phenomenon with a viewership in the hundreds of millions.Packed with dozens of
arresting full-color illustrations—highlighting game action, memorabilia, and players and coaches
—The Super Bowl includes sections on the greatest games, individual performances, and game-
changing plays. Fischer explores unique Super Bowl angles as well, including a ranking of “The
Best Who Never Won” and “The Best Who Never Lost,” along with perspectives from players
and fans. He covers the action, the heroes, the strategy, and the records from half a century of
championship football.This celebration of the fiftieth anniversary of America’s premier sporting
event is an essential addition to any football fan’s collection.Skyhorse Publishing, as well as our
Sports Publishing imprint, are proud to publish a broad range of books for readers interested in
sports—books about baseball, pro football, college football, pro and college basketball, hockey,
or soccer, we have a book about your sport or your team.Whether you are a New York Yankees
fan or hail from Red Sox nation; whether you are a die-hard Green Bay Packers or Dallas
Cowboys fan; whether you root for the Kentucky Wildcats, Louisville Cardinals, UCLA Bruins, or
Kansas Jayhawks; whether you route for the Boston Bruins, Toronto Maple Leafs, Montreal
Canadiens, or Los Angeles Kings; we have a book for you. While not every title we publish
becomes a New York Times bestseller or a national bestseller, we are committed to publishing
books on subjects that are sometimes overlooked by other publishers and to authors whose
work might not otherwise find a home.

About the Author&lt;div&gt;&lt;b&gt;David Fischer&lt;/b&gt; has written for the &lt;i&gt;New York
Times&lt;/i&gt; and &lt;i&gt;Sports Illustrated for Kids&lt;/i&gt;, and has worked at &lt;i&gt;Sports
Illustrated&lt;/i&gt;, &lt;i&gt;National Sports Daily&lt;/i&gt;, and NBC Sports. He is also the
author of &lt;i&gt;Yankee Stadium Scrapbook: A Lifetime of Memories&lt;/i&gt; &lt;Aaron
Judge&lt;/i&gt;, Derek Jeter #2&lt;/i&gt;, editor of &lt;i&gt;Facing Mariano Rivera&lt;/i&gt;, and
co-author of &lt;i&gt;Sports of the Times&lt;/i&gt; and &lt;i&gt;Greatest Sports Rivalries&lt;/i&gt;.
He lives in River Vale, New Jersey.&lt;/div&gt;Review“Fischer break[s] his narrative into chapters
and makes subjective calls along the way. Since sports fans love a good argument, there’s
nothing wrong with that approach and the author supports his opinions with many appropriate
game details. [T]he sidebars — for instance, ‘The Best Who Never Lost,’ ‘The Best Who Never



Won’ — offer a slew of interesting angles and insights.’ --Newsday --This text refers to an
alternate kindle_edition edition.
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FRANCO HARRISPREFACEINTRODUCTIONThe First Fifty Years of America’s Greatest
GameFIRST QUARTER • RING OF HONORSECOND QUARTER • AGONY OF DEFEATTHIRD
QUARTER • GAME ACTIONFOURTH QUARTER • POWER PLAYS AND MIND
GAMESOVERTIME • CONCLUSIONRECORDS AND
STATISTICSREFERENCESFOREWORDEvery NFL player chases the dream of playing in the
Super Bowl. I would never have imagined that my dream would come true four times. Yes, I’ve
played in four Super Bowls with the Pittsburgh Steelers. And we won them all—in 1975, 1976,
1979, and 1980—becoming the first team in NFL history to win four Super Bowls. There is no
doubt that you measure a team’s success by whether or not it’s won a Super Bowl. For those of
us who’ve done it, there is a feeling that you have accomplished it all!The great majority of NFL
players will never play in a Super Bowl game. Only a small number have experienced the thrill of
winning one. So many legends have passed through the NFL without participating in what we
call America’s Greatest Game. For some of these players, it made their NFL experience
incomplete.The 1974 season was a tough one for us. There were so many challenges that year,
including a quarterback controversy. No one was expecting us to make it to the AFC
Championship game against the Oakland Raiders. To top it off, the Raiders had shut us out 17-0
in the third game of the regular season. But when we took the field in Oakland on December 29,
all of the challenges were behind us and our total focus was on this one game. In the NFL it is all
about “Team.” You win because of “Team,” and we had an incredible team effort during this
conference championship game. We were down 10-3 at the end of the third quarter. But we
scored three touchdowns in the fourth quarter and held the Raiders to one field goal and 29
rushing yards overall. We took care of business, beating the Raiders 24-13. The win sent us to
the first Super Bowl in Pittsburgh Steeler history.The second the game was over we started



celebrating. We were totally overwhelmed. There was a lot of excitement, hugging, and smiling.
What an unbelievable feeling. We’d made it.A week later, we were headed to New Orleans to
play the Minnesota Vikings in Super Bowl IX. What a high it was, landing in the Super Bowl city. I
loved that our first Super Bowl was in New Orleans. It’s a great place for the Super Bowl, which
must be why the game has been held there ten different times since 1967. There was dancing
and music in the streets. You felt like there was a continuous party going on. And the food?
Incredible. The first few nights, Chuck Noll allowed us to enjoy it all, and we did. Back then, the
size and number of big corporate parties and events were nothing like they are now. But for the
players, one thing has remained constant: the excitement, fun, and importance of the game are
what it is all about.On game day, I couldn’t help being a bit nervous as I headed out onto the
field. But the overwhelming feeling was one of excitement. I’d played in big games before, but
never one in which the whole world was watching. When the whistle blew, the nervousness
melted away and it was all football. The game was a tough defensive battle. The Vikings had the
third-ranked defense in the league. But our defense was incredible, holding Minnesota to just 17
rushing yards in the game. In the second half, our offense started to click and we scored two
touchdowns. That was all we needed. We, the Pittsburgh Steelers, won our first Super Bowl by
the score of 16-6. We did it. It was so unbelievable. A truly memorable moment was when team
captain Andy Russell, who had been there through the bad years, had the chance to hand the
game ball to owner Art Rooney, the Chief.With just a handful of winning seasons over the
decades, Art Rooney knew better than anyone how special it is to reach the highest pinnacle of
your sport. And we did it four times in six years. Each of those Super Bowls was special and we
never got tired of winning and being the best.The hoopla surrounding America’s Greatest Game
has grown over time. Rules have been updated, players change teams more often, there is more
money involved, and fans are treated to more spectacular halftime shows and parties. But come
game time, football is still football. And winning is the only thing. In the end, people want to watch
football. There is something great about that.The first fifty years have been amazing in terms of
how far this game has come. This book, The Super Bowl, gives you great information on the
game and its players. There will always be debates on who had the best team, or which was the
greatest Super Bowl. If you need to know, it all comes together in David Fischer’s The Super
Bowl.But, I do have my opinion.FRANCO HARRISPREFACEAword about how this book is
organized. Certain teams—like the Green Bay Packers in the 1960s and the Pittsburgh Steelers
in the 1970s, to name but two—dominated their respective decades. These teams, along with
teams like the San Francisco 49ers of the 1980s and the Dallas Cowboys of the 1990s, earn
inclusion in the “Ring of Honor” chapter. The team’s leaders are highlighted in profiles I call “The
Best Who Never Lost.” Players and coaches who experienced both Super Bowl victory and
defeat are highlighted in profiles titled “A Pantheon of Heroes.” In a volume of this size, just as on
the sports pages, these dynastic teams can crowd out other Super Bowl-winning teams of the
same decade. And so to enhance the variety of teams and athletes covered here, I’ve opted to
highlight an important game or memorable athletic performance by selecting that game or



athlete for inclusion in other ways. Compelling athletes are featured in the section called “One
Shot at Glory” (for winners and losers). The chapter titled “Game Action” includes a selection of
the shocking upsets, the seesaw battles, and the beat downs. Finally, the chapter “Power Plays
and Mind Games” will bring to light a few plays that turned the game and analyze some of the
coaching decisions that turned the game.I’ve attempted to choose these top Super Bowl games
and personalities by accepting three premises: that news value is primary; that some events and
personalities become more compelling when viewed with hindsight; and that the world of
professional football cannot be interpreted apart from the era in which it exists. Much internal
debate went into making the choices. With certain concessions for balance and pace, I have
chosen for inclusion in this book what in my judgment are the most important or compelling
Super Bowls and big-game performers. The selection process and methodology is a little like
choosing the best-tasting gourmet meal. There is an “eye of the beholder” factor. I can only go
with my gut, and doubtless some will disagree with some of my choices.But that’s one of the
reasons why the Super Bowl is such a great event. It provides endless fodder for spirited
conversation and debate.INTRODUCTIONTHE FIRST FIFTY YEARS OF AMERICA’S
GREATEST GAMEWriting in the Los Angeles Times, in 2011, Joe Flint made this observation
about America’s premier sporting event. “The Fourth of July, Thanksgiving and New Year’s Day
have nothing on the Super Bowl. Without being an official holiday, the gonzo game has flags,
food, friends and drink aplenty—and can claim the largest national TV audiences ever.”Plenty of
seats were available in the Los Angeles Coliseum for Super Bowl I. (AP Photo)It seems as if the
Super Bowl has been around for as long as there has been football. But that’s not the case. The
NFL was started in 1920 as the American Professional Football Association and played its own
championship games. (It became the NFL in 1922.) A new league, the American Football
League, began play in 1960, and it had its own separate championship games.The two leagues
became fierce rivals. They battled for players, fans, and television viewers. In the spring of 1966,
the two leagues decided that instead of fighting each other, they would join together to make pro
football bigger than ever. They agreed to combine for the start of the 1970 season. They also
decided that beginning in January 1967, they would play an annual world championship game
between the two league champions. That game soon became known as the Super Bowl—and it
was the start of something big.(AP Photo/Bill Waugh)But the first game was not Super Bowl I.
The date was January 15, 1967. The place was the Los Angeles Memorial Coliseum. The teams
were the Green Bay Packers of the NFL and the Kansas City Chiefs of the AFL. It was called the
AFL-NFL World Championship Game. The game didn’t officially become the “Super Bowl” until
1969. That’s also when the games were given Roman numerals. The 1969 game became Super
Bowl III.Lamar Hunt, the owner of the Kansas City Chiefs and one of the founders of the AFL,
liked the idea of an AFL-NFL World Championship Game. But Hunt wanted a catchier name. He
wanted it to be some kind of a bowl—such as college football’s Cotton Bowl, Orange Bowl, or
Rose Bowl, which were already very popular. One day, during the summer of 1966, Hunt saw his
daughter playing with a new toy: a ball that could bounce very high. She told him it was called a



“Super Ball.” When Hunt heard that, he knew super was just the word he had been looking for.
Hunt began calling the AFL-NFL Championship Game the “Super Bowl.” Despite his doubts that
the name would catch on, mainstream publications like the New York Times began using it in
news stories as early as 1966.(AP Photo/Doug Mills)In some ways, the event got off to an
awkward start. In Super Bowl I (as it came to be called), each team used its own official league
ball when it was on offense. The referees had to remember to keep making the switch
throughout the game. The game was also televised over two networks: CBS (the network that
broadcasted NFL games) and NBC (the network that broadcasted AFL games). Each network
paid $1 million for broadcast rights and charged advertisers premium rates at the time: $85,000
per minute for CBS and $70,000 per minute for NBC. The total television audience was 51.1
million viewers.In 1967, only 61,946 fans attended the Super Bowl at the enormous L.A.
Coliseum. That meant more than 30,000 seats were empty. But at least the tickets were cheap.
The face value cost of the most expensive ticket to Super Bowl I was $12. Frugal fans could get
a seat for $6 or $10.In 2015, Super Bowl XLIX between the New England Patriots and Seattle
Seahawks dwarfed all of these numbers. As is true of all modern Super Bowls, tickets (at the
63,400-seat University of Phoenix Stadium) quickly sold out. As for broadcast rights, The Game
is now rotated among NBC, CBS, and Fox as part of the NFL’s TV contract, which is estimated to
be $3 billion a season, on average. Worldwide viewership in 2015 was 114.4 million. Advertisers
paid $4.5 million for each thirty-second ad. And in a thoroughly modern twist, CNN reported that
more than 28 million tweets related to the game and halftime show were sent during the live
telecast.(AP Photo/Roberto Borea)But one thing hasn’t changed. Every year, millions and
millions of fans stop what they’re doing, turn on their TV sets, and watch a game: the Super
Bowl.CBS newsman Bob Schieffer did Joe Flint one better when he said that “the truth is, the
Super Bowl long ago became more than just a football game. It’s part of our culture, like turkey at
Thanksgiving and lights at Christmas.”This book celebrates that game—a game that didn’t sell
out in 1967 and that now dominates America’s sporting landscape. My goal is to cover the
action, the heroes, the strategy, and the records from half a century of championship football.I
only wish I could be the one to write the centennial edition.FIRST QUARTERRING OF
HONORWhoever coined the phrase, “no pressure, no diamonds,” could have been describing
the experience of playing in the Super Bowl. To a man, players understand that practically the
whole world is watching on Super Sunday. They also know that if they perform, they get a ring. If
not, they go home empty-handed.It’s as simple as that. And as complicated. Why do some
football players rise to the occasion, while others wilt under pressure? This chapter profiles the
greatest players, coaches, and teams of Super Bowls from today and all time. These legends set
the amazing records that today’s stars are trying to break.THE 1960SUntil the 1950s, most
football players played both offense and defense. What’s more, these players were called “60-
Minute Men,” which simply means they played the entire game. They played offense on one
series, then turned around and played defense on the next. For example, during the 1940s,
Sammy Baugh routinely set records in passing, punting, and interceptions. The “free



substitution” rule totally changed the way a player played. Adopted in 1950, the rule eventually
led to the development of the game we know today. Teams were divided into offensive and
defensive units. The two-way players began to specialize in one position only, such as passer,
receiver, blocker, or kicker.As professional football entered the Sixties, the defense was
reasserting itself, and high-scoring games, the norm in the Fifties, would become a thing of the
past. During this decade, most defenses had figured out how to bottle up the run and shut down
the long pass. Bigger, faster defensive specialists, focusing solely on ways to counter an
offensive threat, no longer waited for the offensive play to develop and then react. Instead,
defensive coaches decided that defenses should go on offense, swarming from sideline to
sideline, trying to ruin whatever play the offense happened to be running before it developed. To
offensive players like Tom Fears, a Hall of Fame receiver, the field seemed to shrink. “We’ve run
out of room. The quick defensive backs and linebackers have filled up the field. There’s not much
space out there any more.” Defenses played with an aggressive attitude. They read plays so well
and reacted so fast that they snapped shut on offensive plays like a Venus flytrap. For the first
time, defenders went after running backs believing they had an equal right to the ball. These
football-grabbing defenses had ball carriers worried as much about holding onto the football as
about gaining yards.Green Bay Packers, Super Bowls I and IIThe Green Bay Packers won three
NFL championships before the first Super Bowl was played, then took home the title in Super
Bowls I and II. So their dynasty essentially bridged the two eras. This powerful, efficient machine
of a football team used no tricks to steamroll its opponents during the decade, winning title after
title (to cap the 1961, 1962, 1965, 1966, and 1967 seasons). The Pack simply came right at the
other team, daring the opponent to beat them.Chiefs quarterback Len Dawson looks down field
against the Packers in Super Bowl I. (AP Photo)What is most impressive about this team is the
architect who built it. When coach Vince Lombardi took over the Green Bay Packers in 1959, the
team was coming off the worst record in their history, 1–10–1. On his first day as head coach he
addressed his new team. “Let’s get one thing straight,” he declared. “I’m in complete command
here. Gentlemen, I’ve never been associated with a losing team. I do not intend to start now.”In
1959, Bart Starr took over as quarterback. In Starr, Lombardi saw a quarterback with an
accurate arm, great intelligence, and poise. The coach thought that Starr could be the key to
Green Bay’s rebuilding effort. Lombardi’s “run to daylight” offensive strategy wasn’t complicated.
He liked to run the ball, and throw safe pass patterns. But he needed an intelligent quarterback
to make it come together. In Starr’s first season as the starter the Packers became contenders.
The next year the Packers reached the 1960 championship but lost to the Philadelphia Eagles,
despite outrushing them 401 yards to 296. It was the last time that Lombardi’s Packers ever lost
a championship playoff game.Lombardi symbolized America’s obsession with professional
football during the 1960s. He once said, “Winning isn’t everything; it’s the only thing.” And he
lived by those words. He told his players: “You will make mistakes, but not very many if you want
to play for the Green Bay Packers.” In 1961, when the Packers won their first of five NFL titles in
seven years, 14 of the 22 starters were the same players who’d been with the club during that



awful 1958 season. Lombardi didn’t clean house. He inspired those same players to greatness.
He physically and mentally beat them up. He was a disciplinarian. A taskmaster. He was a
demanding, no-nonsense coach. “When he tells me to sit down, I don’t even look for a chair,”
defensive tackle Henry Jordan said.Green Bay finished either first or second in rushing offense
in the league six times during the decade. The Pack boasted a rushing attack led by hard-nosed
fullback Jim Taylor and complemented with multi-talented halfbacks Paul Hornung, Elijah Pitts,
and Donny Anderson. Lombardi’s signature offensive play was the Packer Sweep, in which
guards Jerry Kramer and Fuzzy Thurston pulled along the line of scrimmage and raced in
tandem toward one sideline or the other before surging up field, blocking defenders, and
providing an avenue for the runner behind them.The Packer Sweep commonly ran to the right,
because the Green Bay offensive line featured one of the greatest right sides in NFL history with
right tackle Forrest Gregg playing alongside Kramer. Once described by Lombardi as “the finest
player I’ve ever coached,” Gregg won Super Bowls I and II with the Packers and Super Bowl VI
as a member of the Dallas Cowboys. Gregg later coached the Cincinnati Bengals in Super Bowl
XVI, a 26–21 loss to the San Francisco 49ers. He is the first person to play in a Super Bowl and
coach a team to the Super Bowl.With Paul Hornung and Jim Taylor carrying the ball behind
Kramer, Thurston, and Gregg, the Packer Sweep was close to unstoppable, even though
opponents often knew it was coming. “Football is a simple game of blocking, tackling, and
running,” said Lombardi. “The team that wins is the team that tackles better, blocks better, and
runs to daylight.”The Packer accomplishments during the 1960s were remarkable. They were the
first team in sixty years to win three NFL championships in a row. By winning the first two Super
Bowls convincingly, the Packers maintained NFL dominance when the upstart AFL began
challenging the old league.A few days before Super Bowl I, when the Packers, of the forty-eight-
year-old NFL, took on the Chiefs, of the seven-year-old AFL, Green Bay coach Lombardi was
feeling the heat. He couldn’t lose. Not to those upstarts. NFL patriarchs George Halas and
Wellington Mara sent Lombardi a telegram saying, “We are proud of you and the Packers for
representing us, the NFL, in this first game.” Lombardi worried about the great expectations. He
couldn’t sleep that week leading up to the big game. He felt like the weight of the league was on
his shoulders. The players felt the pressure, too. Green Bay safety Tom Brown said, “We’ve just
beaten Dallas for our second straight NFL championship. But you know something? If we lose
this game, the season won’t mean anything. If we lose, people will remember us as the NFL
team that lost to Kansas City in the first game played between the leagues.”The Chiefs, by
contrast, could afford to feel more relaxed, with a nothing-to-lose attitude. “We’re the kids from
across the tracks,” said Jerry Mays, the Chiefs’ defensive captain. “We’re coming over to play the
rich kids.” Kansas City Chiefs cornerback Fred Williamson was an early proponent of trash
talking. He was nicknamed “The Hammer” because he loved to knock down opposing ball
carriers with hard forearm tackles to their head. Before Super Bowl I he told reporters that the
Green Bay Packers weren’t so tough and that any receiver who “catches a pass in my territory,
they’re going to pay the price.”It was fitting the Chiefs represented the AFL in the inaugural Super



Bowl, since Kansas City owner Lamar Hunt was a founding father of the league and had come
up with the Super Bowl moniker. In order to help bring about the merger of the two leagues, NFL
commissioner Pete Rozelle negotiated some strange compromises. One of them concerned
which ball to use for the first league championship game. The official ball of the NFL was made
by Wilson. The AFL used a Spalding ball. Since the shapes of these balls were slightly different,
both leagues wanted to use their own. So a compromise was arranged. During the first NFL-AFL
World Championship a Wilson ball had to be used when the NFL played offense. When the AFL
was on offense, the ball in play was a Spalding.An estimated 50 million Americans watched that
first game. CBS tried to lure viewers by preceding its Super Bowl coverage with an exhibition by
the Harlem Globetrotters. It worked. The Nielsen Company reported that CBS won the ratings
battle with a 22.6 rating, compared to 18.5 for NBC. Despite a TV blackout in the Los Angeles
area, Super Bowl I was not a sellout. CBS announcer Frank Gifford interviewed Lombardi during
the pregame show and said Lombardi was so nervous, “he held onto my arm and he was
shaking like a leaf. It was incredible.”Prior to the inaugural Super Bowl, aging Packer veteran
Max McGee told fellow receiver Boyd Dowler not to get hurt, because McGee, who’d been living
it up well past curfew, was in no shape to play. When the game finally began, the Chiefs sacked
Bart Starr twice on the first series. Soon after, of course, Dowler got hurt, forcing the thirty-four-
year-old McGee to take the field. A few plays later, McGee made a one-handed, behind-the-
back catch of a Bart Starr pass and took off 37 yards to score the first touchdown in Super Bowl
history.Kansas City hung tough, holding Green Bay to a 14–10 halftime lead. The first Super
Bowl halftime show featured jazz trumpeter Al Hirt and the marching bands from the University
of Arizona and Grambling State, along with 300 pigeons and 10,000 balloons. Fans marveled at
the sight of two jetpack pilots blasting off and flying like Space Age supermen for a short trip
around the stadium, landing at the 50-yard line and shaking hands.With NBC and CBS both
broadcasting the game, NBC missed the second half kickoff because Charlie Jones was
interviewing entertainer Bob Hope, which caused NBC to fall behind in airing its commercials. At
the start of the second half, while the NBC television audience was still watching commercials
for McDonald’s (introducing the Big Mac), Green Bay kicked off to the Chiefs. Referees
immediately threw their penalty flags and blew their whistles, signaling the ball from the first
kickoff dead and ordering the Packers to kick off a second time, and this time NBC was back
from break. According to reports, the on-field official who ordered the re-kick also asked CBS
sideline reporter Pat Summerall to inform Lombardi what had happened. (Having played for the
New York Giants when Lombardi was the team’s offensive coordinator, Summerall was
understandably reluctant to approach his old coach with a piece of bad news.) If this all seems
like amateur hour, it’s worth remembering that the age of television networks broadcasting major
sporting events was still in its infancy in the late Sixties; for in a subsequent year, NBC
inadvertently made TV history with the Heidi Game, when it cut away from a dramatic AFL
postseason contest between the New York Jets and Oakland Raiders to show the movie about a
pig-tailed Swiss girl.The game-time temperature for the second-half kickoff (both of them!)



reached 80 degrees. Some expected the Packers to melt in the heat of the Los Angeles
Coliseum. And when Kansas City quarterback Len Dawson got the Chiefs to midfield early in the
third quarter, the crowd moved to the edge of their seats. But then Green Bay safety Willie Wood
intercepted a wobbly Dawson pass, running it 50 yards to the Chief’s 5-yard line. Soon it was 21–
10. Two drives later Starr found the hung-over McGee open again, and McGee made another
dramatic juggling catch for the clinching touchdown. In all, it was quite a day (and one imagines
quite a night) for Max McGee. He had caught four passes all season; against Kansas City’s
weak cornerbacks he caught seven passes for 138 yards and two touchdowns, his biggest
game in years. “Green Bay picks out a weak spot and sticks with it better than anyone I’ve ever
seen,” said Chief running back Mike Garrett.Mike Garrett carries the ball for the Chiefs as the
Packers close in during Super Bowl I. (AP Photos)Bart Starr was the MVP of Super Bowl I. He
completed 16 of 23 passes for 250 yards, including 37- and 13-yard touchdown strikes to
receiver Max McGee, earning a 35–10 victory. Most impressive, on third down situations, Starr
completed 10 of 13 passes to convert the first down. Remember the bulletin board material
spewed by Fred “The Hammer” Williamson? As it turned out, it was The Hammer who was
nailed by the Packers. In the fourth quarter, the Packers ran their power sweep around his end.
When the pileup was untangled, The Hammer was at the bottom, knocked out cold with a
broken arm.So Green Bay won, and they won big, as they should have, and as everyone in the
NFL hoped they would. “In my opinion, the Chiefs don’t rate with the top teams in the NFL,” said
Lombardi. “They’re a good football team, with fine speed, but I’d have to say NFL football is
tougher.” (Chiefs coach Hank Stram was stunned when he learned of Lombardi’s comments. “He
didn’t say that, did he? Vince is a friend of mine. He wouldn’t say that.”)The Green Bay Packers
were each paid a $15,000 winners’ share. The Chiefs were paid $7,500 each. Asked to design
the Packers’ 1967 Super Bowl ring, Lombardi had it emblazoned with the words “Love” and
“Character.” No known broadcast footage of this game exists. Neither network preserved a tape.
All that survived of this broadcast is snippets of sideline footage shot by NFL Films. Somehow,
this historic game has been lost to history.Television did get its act together. Super Bowl II,
televised by CBS, was the first sports broadcast to show images from a camera carried on a
blimp, and the first to use slow motion, instant replay. The live gate was $3 million and 60 million
households had the game tuned in on TV. During the on-field pregame show, two thirty-foot tall
figures made of paper-mache, with smoke pouring out of their noses, faced off at midfield. One
resembled a Green Bay Packer and the other resembled an Oakland Raider, the two teams
competing in the 1968 game.Green Bay, setting out to defend its title, sent Oakland an early
message at the start of Super Bowl II. On Oakland’s first offensive play, Green Bay linebacker
Ray Nitschke shot into the backfield and decked Hewritt Dixon with a bone-rattling tackle,
upending the Raider running back, and setting the tone for what would become Lombardi’s final
championship with Green Bay. According to Bart Starr, Ray Nitschke was a “classic example of
Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde.” Off the field he was a thoughtful and caring person. On the field, he was
a ferocious middle linebacker who at times seemed to truly enjoy hitting and hurting people.



“Linebackers, by the nature of their position, have to be aggressive. If you really love football,
that’s where you want to be,” Nitschke said. “But you’re not an animal. That’s a sportscaster tag,
and they say a lot of the wrong things.”The Pack scored on three of their first four possessions,
with two Don Chandler field goals and a touchdown. By the half their lead was only 16–7.
Lombardi, it was rumored, would be stepping down as coach after the game. In the locker room
at halftime, Packers guard Jerry Kramer exhorted his teammates. “Let’s play the last 30 minutes
for the old man.” The Packers seized control in the third quarter, scoring a touchdown and a field
goal to go up 26–7. Cornerback Herb Adderley clinched the victory in the fourth quarter with a
60-yard interception return. Chandler kicked a Super Bowl record fourth field goal to give the
Packers their second straight Super Bowl win, 33–14. Adderley, who was the Packers first
African-American player, later played with the Dallas Cowboys, appearing in four of the first six
Super Bowl games, and winning three rings. Bart Starr again was picked as the game’s most
valuable player, completing 13 of 24 passes for 202 yards and one touchdown.Before Super
Bowl II, these giant figures met for a pre-game handshake. (AP Photos/Harold Valentine)At
game’s end, Jerry Kramer and victorious teammates carried Lombardi off the field in one of the
most indelible imagines in Super Bowl history. Kramer’s diary of the 1967 Green Bay Packers
season, the best-selling Instant Replay, written with sports journalist Dick Schaap, gave fans an
unprecedented look into the locker room of one of the greatest teams in NFL history. Not only
did the book chronicle the daily workings of a championship team, it gave everyone a warts-and-
all look at coach Vince Lombardi, revealing a man who cared deeply for his players. “Many
things have been said about Coach and he is not always understood by those who quote him,”
said Kramer. “The players understand. This is one beautiful man.”Indeed, following his second
Super Bowl win, Lombardi did retire, but he missed the game. In 1969, he returned to coaching
with the Washington Redskins, guiding them to their first winning season in 14 years. A few
weeks before the 1970 season began, Lombardi died of cancer. The football world mourned. “It’s
like losing a father,” said Starr. Lombardi was elected to the Pro Football Hall of Fame the year
following his death. In an amazing 10-year coaching career he had a record of 105–35–6. No
other coach in NFL history has a better win percentage. To honor his dedication to winning, the
NFL renamed the Super Bowl trophy the Vince Lombardi Trophy. But sadly, Lombardi never saw
the Super Bowl become the spectacle that it is today.THE BEST WHO NEVER LOSTBart
StarrTwo rings in two consecutive Super Bowls with the Green Bay Packers; MVP of Super
Bowls I and II(AP Photo)STARR QUALITYBart Starr was an intelligent quarterback who is
considered one of the best ever at calling audibles, meaning changing a called play at the line of
scrimmage after seeing how the defense lines up. In Super Bowl II, the Packers were leading 6–
0 and had the ball on their own 38-yard line. On first down, rather than sticking with a simple
running play call, Starr changed the play and threw over the heads of the Oakland defense for a
62-yard touchdown pass to Boyd Dowler. The score demoralized Oakland and boosted Green
Bay to its second straight Super Bowl championship by a score of 33–14. The win bears the
stamp of Starr’s brainy play calls. He completed 13 of 24 passes for 202 yards and the one



backbreaking touchdown. He was the Super Bowl MVP for a second straight time.THE BEST
WHO NEVER LOSTVince LombardiTwo rings in two consecutive Super Bowls coaching the
Green Bay PackersIN-VINCE-ABLEVince Lombardi worked his players until they were near
exhaustion. After such workouts the games seemed easy by comparison. He stressed the team
concept and punished any player who was late for practice. Players set their watches ahead ten
minutes to what they called “Lombardi time.” The coach was tough, but he was fair. “He treats us
all the same,” said defensive tackle Henry Jordan. “Like dogs.”Vince Lombardi is carried off the
field after his Green Bay Packers defeated the Oakland Raiders in Super Bowl II. Jerry Kramer is
at right. (AP Photo)When Green Bay won its fifth NFL title with Starr sneaking into the frozen end
zone to beat Dallas in the 1967 championship game, known as “The Ice Bowl,” Cowboys coach
Tom Landry knew why his team had lost. “The discipline and conditioning programs they went
through, the punishment and suffering, they all tend to develop character. And once you get
character, you develop hope on all situations. Therefore, they never were out of a game. That is
what beat us.”THE 1970SThe Pack’s victories in the first two AFL-NFL championships confirmed
what most folks believed: that the NFL was the superior league with the better teams. However,
Joe Namath, quarterback for the AFL’s New York Jets, changed their minds. Just before Super
Bowl III, he guaranteed that his team would win, even though the experts predicted the NFL’s
Baltimore Colts would win by 17 points. Everyone laughed at Namath’s guarantee until he led
the Jets to a stunning 16–7 upset.The following season, the AFL evened up the Super Bowl
series at two games apiece, thanks to Kansas City quarterback Len Dawson. Praised by Chiefs
coach Hank Stram as “the most accurate passer in pro football,” Dawson was the team leader of
Chiefs’ teams that reached two of the first four Super Bowls. He is best remembered for his
courageous MVP performance in leading the underdog Chiefs to a 23–7 upset of the Vikings in
Super Bowl IV. The morning of the game, Dawson woke up with leg cramps and nausea, but he
summoned the strength to take the field. He connected on 12 of 17 passes for 142 yards, and
his 46-yard touchdown pass to flanker Otis Taylor wrapped up the surprise victory. “I asked the
good Lord to give me strength and courage to play this one to the best of my ability,” said
Dawson.Len Dawson hands off to Mike Garrett during Super Bowl IV. (AP Photo)After the dust of
the league war had settled, the future seemed to be brighter in the football world. In 1976, the
NFL had expanded to Tampa Bay and Seattle, and increased their regular season to sixteen
games two years later. In the real world, the haze of the Vietnam War still lingered. As the nation
moved into the “Me Decade” of the Seventies, when many people became self-absorbed and
withdrew from public participation, interest and attendance at NFL games remained strong. In
1971, the NBC telecast of Super Bowl V was the top-rated one-day sports telecast ever to that
point, with fans watching in nearly 40 million homes. By the end of the decade, interest in the
Super Bowl grew exponentially, and by Super Bowl XIV, the big game attracted over 75 million
Americans.In the 1970s, two teams with devastating defensive units dominated the league.
Miami’s “No-Name Defense” led the Dolphins to two Super Bowl wins in three tries. And the
Pittsburgh Steelers, by dropping their “Steel Curtain,” won all four Super Bowl games in which



they appeared.Miami Dolphins, Super Bowls VI, VII, and VIIIFor one season, the Dolphins were
arguably the best team ever. In 1972, a year after losing Super Bowl VI to the Dallas Cowboys,
the Dolphins became the only team in NFL history to have an unbeaten, untied season. It’s
amazing that it has happened only once in the ninety-six-year history of the NFL, but Miami, at
17–0–0 in 1972, is the only unblemished team of all time. Still, the Dolphins don’t seem to get the
respect they deserve because they didn’t win games in dominant fashion. They didn’t roll
through the 1972 playoffs: they beat Cleveland by six, Pittsburgh by four, and Washington by
seven. And they didn’t sustain their greatness; they went 15–2 and won another Super Bowl the
year after the perfect season, but then they went eight years without winning another playoff
game. The World Football League sprang up in 1974 and stole three of Miami’s premier
weapons: fullback Larry Csonka, halfback Jim Kiick, and wide receiver Paul Warfield.This was a
classic team of role players. Bob Griese was certainly not the best quarterback of his day, but he
was maddeningly accurate and had zero ego. The ground game churned perfectly behind the
strongest and most technically perfect line of its era, with Csonka and Mercury Morris becoming
the first pair of teammates to rush for 1,000 yards in the same season. A downfield threat,
Warfield stretched defenses, although he caught but 29 balls in the perfect season. The
defense, which had allowed just eighteen touchdowns in fourteen games, and whose very
moniker—the “No-Name Defense”—bespoke a lack of star power, had a different standout every
week. The star of Super Bowl VII, for instance, was the team’s eleventh leading tackler, safety
Jake Scott, who intercepted two Redskins passes. How fitting: Scott is now an almost forgotten
figure, yet he was the MVP of the game that capped the only perfect season ever. “How in the
world could you not pick us the best team of all time?” wonders coach Don Shula.The 1972
Dolphins were very close to perfection as an offensive unit. They had perfect balance in the
backfield: Csonka for muscle, Morris for flash, and Kiick for third-down receptions out of the
backfield. Their middle three on the offensive line—guards Larry Little and Bob Kuechenberg
and center Jim Langer—were the best of the decade. Their wideouts were the classic matching
pair. Warfield deep and Howard Twilley as the possession receiver. They had the old Packer,
Marv Fleming, as the blocking tight end and Jim Mandich as the pass catcher. And in Griese
they had a mechanically precise quarterback who wouldn’t let ego get in the way of the offense.
Griese did not possess exceptional speed or a spectacular throwing arm, but his ability to read
defenses, deliver passes with pin-point precision, and lead his team methodically down the field
was unmatched in the Super Bowl era.Washington running back Larry Brown is getting nowhere
with Miami’s Manny Fernandez in Super Bowl VII. (AP Photo)During their heyday of the early
1970s, Miami relied on a strong rushing attack to wear down opponents. “Running puts the man
in football,” coach Don Shula was fond of saying. The Dolphins used a consistent, short-yardage
passing game to keep opposing defenses from keying solely on the backfield, and in this
offensive system Griese thrived, never caring about his own stats, so long as the team
succeeded. In Super Bowl VII, for instance, only eleven of Miami’s fifty plays were passes; but
Griese’s eight completions accounted for one touchdown and set up the second, as Miami



manhandled Washington to complete their perfect season. The next year, in Super Bowl VIII
against Minnesota, the Miami Ground Machine called fifty-three running plays, while Griese
attempted only seven passes, completing six for 73 yards as the Dolphins pounded the Vikings
for a second straight championship. “It was obvious from the beginning that our offense could
overpower their defense,” said center Jim Langer, who along with guards Larry Little and Bob
Kuechenberg laid down the devastating, pulverizing blocks that Larry Csonka ran behind thirty-
three times for 145 yards and two touchdowns en route to his MVP performance. “We were
prepared to throw more,” said Griese, who threw one pass in the second half, “but we also knew
what we could do. We’d run straight at them, then around them, then a trap.”The possibility of the
Dolphins achieving perfection was all the talk leading up to their Super Bowl VII matchup against
coach George Allen’s veteran Washington Redskins squad, known as the “Over The Hill
Gang.”Oddly enough, considering the stakes, the Redskins took the field at the L.A. Coliseum
and seemed to be flat on this Super Sunday. The Redskins put up very little fight. The final score
was 14–7. The 21 total points made this the lowest scoring game in Super Bowl history. Despite
the closeness reflected on the scoreboard, this was a one-sided affair in favor of Miami. On
offense, the Redskins passed midfield only once in the first half, to the Miami 48, and QB Billy
Kilmer threw an interception on the next play. The Dolphins led 14–0 at the half. Washington had
gained 72 yards. The only thing that made the score close was Garo Yepremian’s botched pass
off a blocked field goal, but it came with 2:07 left.Shula had sent in his kicker to try a 42-yard
field goal to clinch the game. Yepremian, a former soccer player from Cyprus, had never seen a
pro football game in person until he played in one. Garo’s kick was blocked and the ball bounced
back toward him. He picked it up and tried to throw a pass to a teammate. Bad idea! The ball
squirted from his fingers. Garo reached for it, but instead, he batted it to Mike Bass, the
Redskins’ cornerback.
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C. J. Burr, “Terrific!. I purchased two copies as Christmas Gifts and both people said it was the
perfect gift for them.”

Rollie Schultz, “They absolutely loved it! I should have bought two so I .... I bought this for a
family Christmas guys gift. The first one to get it would not let it go to anyone else. They
absolutely loved it!  I should have bought two so I had one for myself!”

M Roberts, “Five Stars. Great”

robert j blumberg, “Five Stars. grandson loves it”

SleepsByTheVent, “Super Bowl? More like Super Book!. David Fischer writes a great history of
the Super Bowl in this book with awesome pictures and amazing stats from the greatest annual
sporting event. He shows how some made it look so easy (Tom Brady with 13 TDs in 6 SBs)
while others couldn't get out of their own way (Rich Gannon throwing 5 INTs in one game). A
nice foreword by SB Legend Franco Harris is a hard act to follow but Fischer is able to hold the
reader's interest for another 175+ pages. He weaves in stories around the games such as what
was going on in the world that year as well as who was playing the halftime show. Very
informative and nostalgic for me as I have seen about 40 of the 50 games.”

Matthew Kohut, “A must for any serious pro football fan. This book is a great reminder of the
classic teams that have defined football history in the modern era, from the Green Bay Packers
of the mid-1960s right up to the New England Patriots of today. The game summaries bring you
right back into the action, and the sidebars such as "The Best Who Never Lost" and "Pantheon
of Heroes" put the stars' achievements in perspective. The photographs are fantastic. A must for
any serious football fan.”

The book by Benny Lewis has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 33 people have provided feedback.
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